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ABSTRACT 
An App l ication of Statistical Decision Theory to 
Farm Ma nagement in Sevier County, Utah 
by 
Suwaphot Lakawathana, Mas ter of Science 
Utah State University, 1970 
Maj or Professor : Dr . Jay C. And erson 
Department: Agr icultural Economics 
The major purpose of this study is to present selected empirical 
results of a study employing decision-making theory as a framework 
for considering decision making unde r risk. The part icula r problem 
involves choices betwe en a lt erna tive crop rotations for Sevier County 
farmers. The study demonstrates the usefulness of the Bayesian 
theory that gives mor e than a point estimation. 
A mu ltiple regression mod e l using two linear terms was employed 
to determine the influence of s now pack and reservo ir storage on 
water ava ilab ility for irrigatio n purposes during July, August , and 
September. 
The Bayesian a pproach was employed. The optima l action or 
decision was first determined where only the knowledge of the 
~ priori probabi l ities of the states of nature was avai l able. 
Optimal strategies were then determined where run-off observa tion 
was avai lable a nd the~ poster iori probab ilities of the s t a tes of 
nature were de termined. 
Study results indicate that the expected va lue of the addi-
tiona l i nforma tion is substantia l and come out very clos e to the 
expected va lue of a perfect predictor a nd higher t han the expected 
va lue of t he "no data" problems . It means that the Bayesian ap-
proach gives more than a point estimation a nd is us eful for farm 
management decision making und er risk. 
(89 pages) 
X 
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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of risk and uncertainty to decision making in 
agricultura l production has long been recognized by agricu l tural 
economists. Whi l e important conceptual and empirical contributions 
to the understanding of risk and uncertainty have been made by many 
writers, this particular aspect of production economics has lacked 
any generally accepted unifying theory. The recent development of 
s tatistica l decision theory perhaps comes closest to providing an 
acceptable theoretical framework for the study of decision mak ing 
under uncertainty. 
During the past few years, Bayes' theorem has been increasingly 
emp loyed by agric ultural economists to conduct research in utiliza-
tion and development of resources . The Bayesian approach is useful 
when dea ling with risk of agricu ltural production where probabilities 
can be assig ned to the recurrence of a state of nature in the wor l d. 
It is a method of systematically incorporating available information 
about the frequency distribution of these factors directly into the 
decision process. As Robert Schlaifer (27) mentions, the main idea 
of Bayes' ap proach is ~hat probability is orderly opinion, and inf lu-
ence from data is nothing more than revisio n of probability in light 
of additional information . 
This study provides an empirica l app lication of Bayesian deci-
sion theory to farm management decision under risk. The empirical 
problem is the choice between alternative crop rotations . A major 
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random variable affecting crop production is irrigation water supply 
that is dependent upon the snow pack and water stored in major 
reservoirs. The optimal action or decision is first determined 
where only the knowledge of the~ priori probabilities of the state 
of nature is available. Optimal strategies are then determined 
where run-off observation is available and the ~ posteriori proba-
bilities of the states of nat ure a re determined. The va lue of the 
additiona l information provided by the run-off observation is sub-
stantial. 
STATEMENT OF THESIS PROBLEM 
Just ification for the study 
Decision-making in the realm of ce rtainty poses no particular 
prob l ems since each action has a sing l e - va lued or known outcome. 
However, decision prob l ems under risk and uncertainty have several 
possible outcomes associated with each action. A set of dec ision 
ru les, cons istent with the farmer ' s objective (utility) functions, 
is needed to select the cour se of action that maximizes utility. 
There are numerous variables that affect both the total acres 
cultivated by the farmer and the acres planted to sp.ecific crops. 
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In the Mountain States whe r e farmi ng is dependent on irrigation, the 
fo llowing variables, in addition to fa rmers ' habits, are important 
in this decision-making process : 
l . Physical variability, s uch as water supplies from snow pack 
measurement, climate, insect s, diseases, biological pests, and un-
predicted freezes and scattered soil, which a r e the determinants of 
yie ld or technical va riability. 
2 . Va riability in product prices that depend upon (a) the 
f luc tuations in national income and prosperity, (b) the r ecurring 
commodity cycles for farm products generated by discontinuous pro-
d uction cycles, and (c) random disturbances growing out of wea ther 
fluctuation. 
3 . Variability of i nput prices. 
4. Need for e nterpr ise combination in crop rotations. 
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In ge nera l , farmers attempt to pred ict or consider a ll of the 
preceding variables that may inf lue nce farm income, but each farmer ' s 
habits a l so have a direct influence on his d ecis ion . However , crop 
pr ice trends a nd relative crop pr i ce tre nd s tend to be somewhat 
stab l e or more easi l y predicted than forecasts of water supp l ies a nd 
crop risk . 
In the Sevier County area, wa t er for irrigation is depe nde nt 
primar ily on snow pack deposited in s urround ing mountains during the 
winter and on the amo unt of wa ter c arr ied over in the reservoirs 
(Otter Creek and Piute Reservoirs ) from prev ious years. Springs, 
streams and river s carry melting s now to irrigated areas. The 
pr incipa l run-off occurs during the spring a nd early summer . Stream 
flow dur ing Ju ly, August and September is more stable but at much 
lower l evels . Therefore, not only does stream flow fluctua t e front 
year to year be cause of varia tion in the s now pack , but a l s o from 
month to month as a res ult of the me lt ing process. The l a tter prob-
l em is pe rhaps e liminated for s ome farmers where adequa t e storage 
faci li ties from two major reservoirs are avai l ab l e. The annua l 
f l uctuat i ons, however , can only be dealt with by prov iding long-term 
carryover storage from yea r to year, but t he storage is not enough 
to e liminate this pr oblem. Thus, farmers a re required to make dec i-
s ions conc erning crop rotations, ac res planted and other input needs 
bas ed on an uncertain supply of wa t e r which fluctuates from year to 
yea r and a l so during the irrigation season . Any farmer, then, must 
c hoose among seve ral a lter native farm enterpris e combinations best 
suited to the anticipated water s upply for a given yea r . 
The hypothesis of this thesis is that, due to these risks, a 
farmer shou ld base this decision on a Bayesian approach whe r e the 
method of incorporating additiona l information is provided and can 
be substantia l, rather than select crops by a "no data" method . 
Objectives of study 
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l . To demonstrate the usefulness of the Bayesian theory that 
gives more than a point estimation. It measures the magnitude of 
the difference between alternative actions and provides a variety of 
e stimates for consideration. 
2. To present selected empirica l results of a study employing 
decision-making theory as a framework for considering decision making 
under uncertainty. 
3. To evaluate the quest ion of what is the optimum crop rota-
tion as an isolated annual decision. 
Method of study 
To estimate the influence of snow pack and reservoir storage on 
water availabi lity for irrigation purposes during July, August and 
September, the period of frequent shortage, a multiple regression (8) 
model was used . The mathematical model i s of the form: 
Y = b
0 
+ b 1x1 + b2x2 + e 
where: 
Y available irrigation water during July, August and September 
in acre-feet . 
x1 water content of snow pack as measured jointly on April l 
of each year by USDA-SCS and State Engineer of Utah on the 
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watershed of Upper Sevier River (south of Richfield, Utah) 
(l937-l968). 
x2 acre-feet of water stored in Otter Creek and Piute Reser-
voirs as measured by U. S. Geological Survey on April l of 
each year (l937-l968). 
coefficient to be determined. 
e error on amount of deviation in the est imat ed Y from the 
true Y. 
Using the above model, the multiple correlation coefficient 
(R), a measurement of the degree of correlation between run-off and 
a ll the factors included in the regression equation, is 0 . 909 
(R2 ; 0 . 826). " This means the variables tended to move together; Y 
is very close to Y and the fitted mod e l is a good predictor of 
stream flow; but the fluctuation around the mean of annual snow pack 
and run-off during July, August and September was ve r y large in many 
years (Appendixes A-C) . 
The problem is further exemplified by observing the average 
stream flows by month for the 32-year period and the consumptive use 
rate of the major irrigated crops using the methods of Criddle, 
Harris, and Willardson (5) (Appendixes D-F) . 
A number of decision rules (for example , maximum gain , minimum 
regret, the principle of insufficient reason and the pessimism-
optimism index) have been suggested for the cases where the proba-
bility distribution of the state of nature is unknown . All of these 
criteria have severe defects, as shown by Luce and Raiffa (l9) . 
Furthermore , i t is difficult to conceive of decision problems in 
which the decision-maker has no information, either objective or 
subjective, regarding the probabilities of the states of nature (Sj) . 
rhus, recent emphasis in decision theory has shifted toward the so-
called Bayesian strategies which employ relevant probability dis-
tr ibutions. 
Bayesian ana lysis is concerned with the basic problem of assess-
ing some underlying "s tate of nature" that is in some way uncertain . 
The Bayesian decision model provides a framework for deve loping 
decision criteria f or problems charac terizied by uncertain outcomes. 
The model inco rporates the available objective and/or subjective 
infonnation into a decision process to se l ect the optimum action. 
Give n: (1) a set of Ai possible actions (crop rotations, A1, 
A2 , ... Ai); (2) the set e j of alternative states of nature (actual 
stream f lows during July, August and September, e 1 , e 2 , ... 8j' the 
values of one or more exogenous factors that direct ly affect the out-
come of a particular action but cannot be controlled with certainty 
by the decision-maker); (3) the utility index, uij' associated with 
the se l ec tion of Ai and occurrence of e j; (4) each outcome (Aij' 
los s or gain from each crop rotation and this matrix formulation of 
decision problem is obtained by replacing Aij with Uij in Table 1); 
(5) vector of the ~ priori informatio n about the relative frequency 
of actual stream flows in Sevier River (Sj), called a probability 
distribution, 
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Table l. Matrix representation of outcome plan 
State of nature (e .) 
Action (Ai) e l e 2 e3 e. 
Al "'u A. l2 
A2 A.2l ),22 
A3 ),31 ),32 
Then t he action can be selected, (A1 (crop rotations Ai)), for which 
expected utility, Ui = EjUijP(e j), is a maximum . 
Where P(e j) is the~ priori probability that states of nature 
(e j) wil l occur, this becomes the information that the decision maker 
has about the relative frequency of state of nature, e j (actual 
stream f lows during July, August and September) upon which to make 
decisio ns . This information is expressed in the form of a proba-
bility distribution, P(e j)' that provides some distribution of the 
l ike lihood of a particular va lue of states of nature, (e j), occurring 
(EP(e j) = 1) . It is derived from the histrogram showing the relative 
frequencies of stream flows of Sevier River in the past 32 years 
(1937-68). 
ui is the expected value of the utility that resu lt s from taking 
action, A1, in the states of nature, e j, and is equal to the summa-
tion of Uij (replaced \j) multiplied by P(e j). 
Uij is the utility function (Uij = U(~ij), and is assumed to be 
Linear. 
~ij is each outcome (net farm income) and is represented as a 
point in an action (crop rotations, Ai) - state of nature, (6 j), 
~ ij (Ai' e j) as shown in Table 1. 
In addition to the prior knowledge of the probability distribu-
tion, P(Gj), it may be possible for the decision maker to gain addi-
tional information about the likelihood of a particular state of 
nature, e j, by making an observation, Zk (K = 1, 2, ... K), on the 
water content of snow pack (X 1) and acre-feet of water in Otter 
Creek and Piute Reservoirs (X2) as measured on April 1 each year. 
The results of the observation (Zk) will serve as a predictor of the 
states of nature, e j (run-off in Sevier River). That is, the 
decision maker can construct a conditional probability distribution, 
P(Zk/e j), which incorporates the~ priori information, P(Gj), with 
information about the past performance of Zk as a predictor of run-
off in Sevier River, e j. 
The~ posteriori probability distribution, P(e j/Zk), is calcu-
lated using Bayes ' formula, shown in Table 2. 
where: 
P(6/Zk) = P(Gj) P(Zk/ e 1) 
P(Zk) 
conditional probability of Zk observations on water 
content of snow pack (X 1) and acre-feet of water in 
Tab l e 2. 
States 
of 
nature 
(e j) 
e l 
e2 
e . 
J 
Derivation of posteriori probabilities, P(e j/Zk) 
Conditiona l ~robabilities P(ZL e} f!. ~riori Joint ~robabilities P(e ) 
Observations (Zk) proba - Observations (Zk) 
bilities 
zl z2 zk P(e .) zl z2 
P(Z 1/ e 1) P(zzte 1) ... P(Zk/ e 1) P(e 1) P(e 1) P(Z 1/ e 1) P(e 1)P(Z/ e1) . .. 
P(Z/e2) P(Z/e2) ... P(Z/e2) P(e2) P(e2) P (Z 1/ e2) P(e 2) P(Z 2/ e2) . .. 
... . .. 
... . .. 
... . .. 
P(Z 1/ e j) P(Z 2/ e j) . .. P(Zk/ en) P(e j) P(e j)P(Z 1/ e j) P(e j) P(Z 2/ e j) . .. 
P(Zk) EP(e j)P(Z 1/ e j) EP (e j)P(Z2/ e j) 
St a t es P(e j)P(Z/e j) 
of Pos teriori probabilities P(e j/Zk) = 
nature P(Zk) 
Observations (Zk) 
(e j ) 
e l P(e 1tz 1) P(e 1/z2) P(e 1/Zk) 
e2 P(e 1/z 1) P(e ztz 2) P(e /Zk) 
e . 
J 
P(e/z 1) P(e /Z2) P(e /Zk) 
P(Z/e ) 
zk 
P(e 1) P(Zk/e l) 
P(e 2)P(Zk/ e 2) 
P(e j)P(Zk/ e j) 
P(e j)P(Zk/e j) 
.... 
0 
Otter Creek and Piute Reservoirs (X2) on April 
each year when, in fact, there will be e j' 
the probability of observing a particular observa-
tion result, P(Zk) ; ~P(ej) P(Zk/e j)' and 
ll 
P(e j) P(Zk/ e j) ; the joint probability of the two distributions 
that resulted from the probability of state of nature 
in a given year multiplied by the probability of 
observation when givi ng the state of nature . 
The obs ervat ion information expands our knowledge about the 
l ike l ihood of e j from the P(8 j) vec tor to a (jxk) matrix of condi-
tional probabilities in the lower right-hand of Table 2. P(8 j/Zk) 
is the probability of e j occurring, given Zk as the observation 
result (prediction of e j). If the observation Zk is a perfect pre-
dictor of e j' the lower right-hand of Table 2 will consist of ones 
along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
The optimal Bayesian strategy is generally defined as one which 
maximizes expected utility . If the utility function is linear over 
the relevant range, maximizing expected profit is equivalent to 
maximizing expected utility. With data provided by t he observation, 
the Bayesian strategy becomes: Given a projection of e j (for 
examp l e , Zk)' select the action, Ai' for which the expected utility 
fi~ ; ~JuiJP(eJ/Zk) 
is a maximum. Thus the Bayesian strategy consists of a set of 
optimal actions--at least one for each observation result . 
Decision problems which involve the use of prior probabilities 
are often called "no data" problems, and those invo lving~ posteriori 
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probabilities are called "data" problems. The increase in expected 
income which results from using data rather than no-data probabili-
ties is variousLy called "value of the data," "value of added 
information," or "value of the observation" (4). 
where: 
V value of the dat a that can be compared with the cost of 
making the observation to evaluate the net contribution of 
the observation information to expected income 
the expected value of the data strategy and is calcu-
lated by multiplying the expected value of optimum action 
for each observation result by the probability of observing 
the appropriate observation result, P(Zk)' and summing over 
all possible results: 
[Ek [ Ej Ui/ (9 /Zk) } P(Zk)J 
k Ui the expected value of the utility that results from taking 
action, A1 , in the status of nature, e j, is equal to the 
summation of Uij multiplied by P(e j/Zk) 
The Bayesian decision model presented above provides a framework 
for developing decision criteria for problems characterized by un-
certain outcomes and appears to be useful in farm management . The 
model incorporates the available objective and/or subjective informa-
tion into the decision process. Data requirements are modest; ~ 
priori information is available from past stream flow records . 
Additional information is obtained from observations on the snow 
13 
pac k , water storage in the reservoirs, and the Bayesian theory which 
decrease the uncertainty . As the process is repeated each year, the 
input-output will be improved. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA 
Sevier County is located in south central Utah . The study area 
ex tends from the town of Sevier on the south to Sigurd on the north . 
The major cities in the area are Richfield, Monroe and Sevier. The 
area contains about 644,200 acres. Approximately 44,360 acres of 
land are irrigated within the area (34) . 
The principa l crops grown in the cultivated and irrigated l a nds 
are a lfalfa , permanent pasture, meadow hay, barley, corn silage, 
rotation pasture, wheat and sugar beets. The proportions of crops 
are alfalfa 53.0 percent , permanent pasture 18. 7 percent, meadow hay 
1. 2 percent, barley 17 . 1 percent, corn silage 5.0 percent, rotation 
pasture 1. 0 percent, wheat 1 . 1 pe rcent and sugar beets 2.9 percent 
(34) . 
The valley floor formed by the flood plain of the Sevier River 
is very flat laterally with l a nd sloping from both sides of the 
va lley to the Sevier River which runs from south to the north along 
the floor of the valley. The Sevier River, which drains the va lley, 
rises in the high plateaus of Southern Utah above an altitude of 
10,000 feet and flows northward through the trough of the Sevier 
Val l ey for about 175 miles before turning westward into the Sev i e r 
Desert. The river is fed along its course by numerous tributaries 
which drain into it from the surrounding mountains and plateaus (36). 
The climate in the Sevier County ranges from semi-arid on the 
va lley f loor to humid on the mountains and plateaus bordering the 
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va lley. Average annual precipitation ranges from Less than 10 inches 
on the valley floor to 30 inches or more at the higher altitudes. 
Because of sparse precipitation on the valley floor, most crop pro-
duction is dependent upon irrigation (36). 
Soils are relatively homogeneous and generally range from medium 
to moderately fine in texture. Soils of a ny one texture tend to be 
loc ated in blocks and soils on individual farms are usually of one 
type (31) . 
Irrigation ..;o~ater comes from the Sevier River, tributary streams, 
springs, and storage in Otter Creek and Piute Reservoirs. The aver-
age annua l water resource of the area has been estimated to be 148,160 
acre -feet of which 104,970 acre-feet are consumptively used by irri-
gated crops and 26,230 acre-feet consumptively used on non-irrigated 
meadows and saltgrass area (34). Irrigation efficiency is 40 per-
cent in the area (6). Irrigation water supplies are short during the 
months of July, August and September. 
The average size of farms in the area was 246 acres in 1962. 
Crop and forage were harvested from 87 percent of the acreage while 
13 percent of the acreage was idle. Farmers owned 61.7 percent of 
t he l and they operated and rented the remaining 38.3 percent (34). 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Prior to this study, no results have been published of attempts 
to determine optimum enterprise by using the Bayesian approach for 
Sevier County farmers. 
Bayesian statistics, other than the initial contribution of 
Bayes in 1762, were begun in 1955 with the publication of Probability 
and Statistics for Business Decisions by Robert Schlaifer (27). 
This book introduced the key ideas of Bayesian statistics, namely, 
that probability is orderly opinion, and that inference from data is 
nothing more than the revision of such opinion in the Light of rele-
vant new information. 
Herman Chernoff and Lincoln E. Moses (4) present the general 
decision-making formulation which somewhat paraLLels Howard Raiffa 
and Robert Schlaifer (25) for a basic problem . 
In the Chernoff, Moses, and Raiffa formulations of the decision-
making problem, the state of nature is unknown and partial insight 
into this unknown can be obtained from gathering data. The data 
requirement is a probability distribution of the states of nature, 
P(e ). This is referred to as the~ priori distribution which is 
either known or assigned before choice of an experiment is made. 
The second requirement is for the~ posteriori distribution P(e /Z,e) 
which is the conditional probability of a given observation, Z, 
occurring when given a certain 9 and a particuLar experiment, e. 
The~ priori and ~ posteriori distributions are convertible into the 
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two distributions used in selecting a terminal action by the 
Bayesian theorem. The joint distribution of 8 and Z is g i ven by 
P(e and Z) = P(8)P(Z/8 ,e). The conditional distribution P(e /Z,e) is 
given by P(e~~i~~~ ,e) where P(Z/e) is the marginal distribution of Z 
given the particular experiment selected. Then, the minimizing loss 
or maximizing gain can be selected from the losses or gain matrix 
multiplied by a column of the P(9/Z,e). 
McConnen (21) considered a problem of stocking rates by the 
Bayesian theory which was determined by the five leve ls of range pro-
ductivity in terms of animal unit days. There are three actions: 
A1 = heavy stocking, A2 = medium stocking and A3 = light stocking. 
He presented a table of gross range profits for each action given a 
particular state of nature. He then presented a table of the a 
posteriori probability distributions P {e /Z,e} (the probabilities 
from the result of the experiment, ei, as in the Raiffa formulation, 
P {e /z,e} ) rather than the frequency r esponse table of P(Z/e ,e). 
McConnen 1 s procedure assumes that he knows the 11 best'' .!! priori 
distribution (the probabilities of the level of range productivity 
in terms of animal days) which he obtained from the results of the 
experiment at the U.S.D.A. Range Livestock Experiment Station at 
Miles City, Montana, from 1933 to 1959. His states of nature (8) 
were specified as the level of range productivity, and Z is the ob-
servation on the different rates of precipitation . 
In the same year that McConnen was using Bayes' approach to 
determine the stocking rates, T. A. Wa l ther used statistical decision 
theory app lied to western range problems and ranch management. He 
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clarifies s ome of the coacepts that have prevailed ia tryiag to apply 
decisio a-makiag theory aad poiats out that the use of a choice 
criterion such as minimax makes sense only if one thinks nature i s 
trying to do the worst she can. The minimax regret criterion de -
fines s trategy with the minimum-maximum regret as the 11 best . 11 At 
aay rate , the various possible criteria for selectiag alteraatives 
do aot quite fit the situatioa. Accordiag toT . A. Walther (29), 
the crux of the problem is that these would fit ia a war game situa-
tion or perhaps for rival store owners in a community where the op-
poaeat is iatelligeat aad realizes that his gaia is the other's loss 
and acts accordiagly. However, to say that aature re a lizes that her 
gaia is the decisioa maker's loss is goiag somewhat far afield aad 
meaas that this type of model is aot readily applicable to most raage 
management decisions. Then he shows how solutions can be obtained 
from statistical decision models which can utilize any relevant in-
formatica which is available to the decisioa maker . 
Gerald W. Deaa (7) emp l oyed the Bayesiaa theorem to evaluate 
the a lteraative stockiag rates of cattle r anc hes ia the foothill 
range area of Northe rn California, where stocker cattle are purchased 
ia fall or ear l y wiater aad sold ia late spring or early summer. He 
us ed two sources of uacertaiaty--the raage feed supp l y aad catt l e 
prices . He s ucceeded in obtaiaing reasonable appeariag estimates of 
the ~ priori aad ~ posteriori probabi l ities of various raage coadi-
tioas. From the calculated~ posteriori probabiliti es aad pay-off 
matrix for stocking rates under va rious conditions, he was able to 
obtain expected net returns for a l te rnative actions, given the 
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obs e rved January l range condition. His treatment of the other major 
aspect of uncertainty affecting ranchers (cattle prices) s eemed some-
what l ess impressive than his treatment of stocking rates since his 
price prediction model does not utilize physical or economic vari-
ables such as catt l e numbers . 
Vernon R. Eidman, Gerald W. Dean and Harold 0 . Carter (9) used 
the Bayesian theory to so l ve the particular problems involving 
choices between contract producer and independent producer for 
California turkey producers under the uncertainty of prices and 
mortality. The study demonstrates t hat severa l we ll-known quantita-
tive tools used previously in dealing with risk and uncertainty 
probability distr ibutions, prices, forecasti ng equatio ns, and simula-
tion are used in developing the components of the decision problem. 
Harold H. Hiskey and Darwin B. Nielsen (18) emp l oyed the Bayesian 
theory to se l ect the optimum rotation crop for the farmers in Cache 
County as an iso l ated annual decision under the risk of run-off in 
the Logan River, where run-off is dependent upon snow pack in the 
surrounding area. This is referred to as the state of nature and 
can be described as an ~ priori probabi l ity distribu tion. Then they 
constructed a cond i t i onal probability distr i bution by making the 
observat i on of snow pack as meas ured on Apri l first each year . They 
showed the va l ue of the application of Bayes ' approach as a tool for 
farm management. Al though the Bayesian approach is no panacea, we 
should be alert and profit from this work. By more comprehensive 
study the very nature of agriculture could change; therefore, it is 
important to recognize this too l . 
STUDY ASSUMPTIONS AND ANALYTICAL 
FRAMEWORK 
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The purpose of this section is to give the assumptions , r ea s on-
ing and the relationship between crop production and r e source us e 
made in this study. 
Production function 
A production function is the technical relationship telling the 
maximum amount of output that can be produced by each combination of 
specified factors of production . It simp l y means the relationship 
be tween the physical inputs and the physical outputs of a firm . The 
term input-output relationship is also used at times by economists 
as a counte rpart of the production function (10). 
A production function for a crop tells the relationship between 
all inputs and the resulting yield of the crop . The production of a 
crop is the result of many factors such as land, seed, wat e r, labor, 
ferti lizers, machinery and management. A crop can never be produced 
by a single factor a lone. The variation in the crop production due 
to one variab l e input can be determined if all the inputs requir ed 
for the production of a crop are held cons tant, except one variab l e 
input . This procedure is commonly used by physical scientists and 
economists when determining the short- run production function . 
Short-run production function 
The theoretical short-run production functions for a crop and 
irrigation water are shown in Figure 1. The curve Y shows the p 
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yield of crop on an acre of land with varying quantities of irriga-
tion water . The increment of crop production with addition of more 
units of water is represented by curve Mp, computed by dividing th e 
addition to total product by the corresponding addition to total 
input . It is the "average" marginal product of additional input, 
rather than the marginal product of each lost unit of input. The 
curve Ap shows the average yield per unit of irrigation water that 
can be computed by dividing each total product by the corresponding 
tota l unit of irrigation water input. 
There are three stages of production function . The area of 
rational use of inputs is in stage 2. The optimum point within the 
stage can be determined only after prices of inputs and outputs are 
known. Any l eve l of resource use falling in stages l and 3 is 
irrational. Stage is uneconomical because the use of one addi-
tional unit of the variable input will increase the average return 
for all inputs, and a reduction of the fixed inputs while the vari-
able inputs are maintained constant will increase the total produc-
tion. Stage 3 is uneconomical because the use of one additional 
unit of water input will decrease total production. So, stage 2 is 
the only stage where the marginal productivity of both variable and 
fixed inputs is greater than zero. In other words, if production i s 
in stage l or 3, total product can be increased by decreasing either 
the variable input or the fixed input until stage 2 is reached; this 
is why they are ca lled the stage of irrationa l production . 
Given prices of inputs and output, problems of efficiency and 
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between crop y i e ld and irrigation water app lied . 
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a llocation of resources can be solved. An input is used e fficiently 
if the marginal cost of the input is equal with the marginal value 
product of the input. At this point, a nother unit of wate r would 
cost more than the additional income . If a resource such as water 
is limit ed, however, a farmer cannot maximize profits for each use . 
His problem, then, is to a llocate the ava ilable water among alterna-
tive uses so as to maximize total profits. He must al loc ate this 
inadequate supply of water among a l ternative crops . An alternative 
is to l eave some land idle and water a smaller acreage more heavily. 
The efficient allocation of water for several crops can be deter-
mined by equating the marginal value product of water on all crops. 
Many production processes do not conform to the smooth curves 
shown in Figure l. In production of livestock and livestock 
products, for instance, production is actually not achieved at all 
until a substantial amount of resource is utilized. Some feed is 
necessary for body maintenance before production occurs . In crop 
production, also, a substantial amount of irrigation water may be 
necessary before any production occurs. 
Most of the forage crops have a linea r relationship between 
water input and yield in the relevant portion of their production 
functio n (18) where harvest is periodic or continuous, since a l fa lfa 
growth continues as long as soil moisture is avai lable to the plant 
in sufficient amounts. When water is no longer available or is 
avai l ab le in less than biological optimum amounts, production is 
stopped or retarded. Thus, even though the rate of growth is influ-
enced by many factors, the production function of forage crops tends 
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to approach a Linear relationship. Other crops which are usually 
harvested only at maturity do not have a Linear production function . 
Regardless of water applied during the ear l y part of the growing 
season, discontinuance l ater results in little or no production . 
This means t he Last one or two irrigations may add more production 
to the total product than a ll previous irrigations, because withou t 
the Late irrigation water, the crop would not mature . 
We assume, therefore, in this study that whenever late season 
i.rrigation ,.ater shortages exist, ava ilab le water supplies wil l be 
allocated to mature the row crops where the marginal value product 
of water is higher. Forage crops with lower marginal value product s 
will be the first to be shorted unless there is some minimal l eve l 
of forage crop production necessary to support a Lives t ock enter-
prise. 
Crop rotations 
Three representative farms have been studied: range beef 
farms, feeder farms and small dairy farms. It is assumed that these 
farms are located such that their irrigation water is obtained from 
the Sevier River. In addition to crops wh ich sup po rt the main enter-
prise, some cas h crops are grown to supplement farm income. A normal 
rotation is usually followed but can be a ltered by varying the 
acreage planted to small grains , cash crops and alfalfa . 
Cro pping pattern and farm types 
Two significant adjustments that farmers may make within a 
given water year are changes in cropping pattern and Livestock 
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numbers. For example, farmers with a poor water supply cannot s ue-
ces s fully grow corn for silage. Restrictions of range l a nd and 
markets for grade A milk and feed crops limit the adjustments tha t 
can be made to more livestock enterprises and cash crop farms . Only 
cropping pattern has been studied in this thesis . The following 
rotations, as shown in Tab l es 3, 4 and 5, are considered as be ing 
feasible under differing circumstances and are in general practice 
for each type of farm where applied in Sevier County area. When a 
greater amount of late s eason water is expected, a farmer could plow 
up more acreage of alfalfa than usual and grow more corn silage be -
cause corn silage produces more feed nutrients per acre than alfalfa; 
or he could reduce acreage of alfalfa and increase acreage of sugar 
beets if he expects higher level of water. On the contrary, the 
farmer will retain more acreage of alfalfa in the field and grow 
Table 3. Percentage of rotation in range beef farms in Sev ier 
County, Utah, 1968 
Percentage of cro2land 
Rotation 
Cro ABl AB2 AB3 AB4 
Alfalfa (short rotation) 58 52 
Alfalfa (long rotation) 66 61 
Permanent pasture 18 18 18 18 
Barley 12 8 10 
Barley (nurse crop) 12 8 10 
Corn silage 10 
Total 100 100 100 100 
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Tab l e 4 . Percentage of ro t at ion in f eeder farm in Sevier County, 
Utah , 1968 
Cro AF l 
Alfa l fa (short rotation) 52 
Alfalfa (long rotation) 
Permanent pas ture 18 
Bar l ey 10 
Bar l ey (nurse crop) lO 
Corn silage lO 
Sugar beets 
Tota l 100 
Tab le 5. Pe rcentage of rotation 
County , Utah, 1968 
Cro '\1 
Alfalfa (short rotation) 58 
Alfa lfa (long rotation) 
Permanent pasture 18 
Bar l ey 12 
Bar l ey (nurse crop) 12 
Corn s ilage 
Sugar beets 
Total lOO 
Percen tage of cropland 
Rota tio n 
AF2 AF3 
46 
61 
18 18 
9 
9 
9 
lOO 100 
in small dairy farms in Sev i e r 
Percent age of cropla nd 
Rotation 
AD2 '\3 
52 
66 
18 18 
8 10 
8 10 
10 
100 100 
54 
18 
100 
'\4 
46 
18 
9 
9 
9 
lOO 
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sma ll gra ins rather than row crops if he expects to have lowe r water 
supp ly. 
Range beef farm 
Alternative crop rotations for the range beef farm a r e as fol-
lows: ABl represents a rotation where forage crops are grown to 
maintain the main livestoc k enterprise. Small grain is includ ed but 
no row crops . Alfalfa fields are plowed up after 5 years and fol -
lowed by l year barley and l year barley (nurs e crop). A82 has a 
pattern similar to ABl' but a lfalfa is retained in the field 8 years 
and followed by l year barley, then barley (nurse crop). There are 
no row crops in these two crop rotations. A83 retains a lfa lfa for a 
5-year period and is then plowed up. Barley follows for l year. 
After barley the crop following is corn silage. This is followed by 
barley (nurse crop). Alfa l fa is retained in the field for 8 years 
for crop rotation A84 and followed by barley, corn silage a nd bar l ey 
(nurse crop). In this crop rotation small grain and corn si l age are 
retained in the fi e ld for l year but have smaller proportional 
acreage than crop rotation A83 . 
Feeder farm 
Crop rotation AFl of feeder farm retains a lfalfa for a short 
rotation (5 years) and the n it i s plowed up . The following crops 
are barley, corn silage and barley (nurse crop) which are r eta ined 
l year in the fi e ld (about lO percent of cropland). Crop patte rn in 
~2 is similar to AFl but a lfa lfa is retained for a longe r rotation 
(8 years and about 6l percent of cropland) and i ncludes a sma ller 
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acreage of small grain and row crops (l year and about 7 pe rcent 
each of cropland for barley, corn silage and barley (nurs e crop)) . 
AF) and AF4 are more intensive crop rotations and have the same 
c rop pattern. But AF) retains alfa l fa shorter period (5 years) and 
higher percent of cropland for small grai n and row crops than ~4 
(8 years a l fa lfa, l year barley, l year corn silage and sugar bee ts 
and l year barley (nurse crop)). 
Small dairy farm 
Crop rotations (action) A0 1 and A0 2 a r e similar. Crop pattern 
A01 retains alfalfa for short rotation (5 years) and includes a 
larger acreage of small grain than A02 (8 years alfalfa and l year 
in small grains). There are no row crops following small grain in 
these crop patterns. Crop rotations (action) A03 and A04 r epre s ent 
the smal l dairy farms where forage crops are grown to maintain the 
dai r y enterprise. Al fa lfa is retained only 5 years in A03 and 8 
years in A04 . After plowing up a lfa lfa in action A03 , ther e is a 
l a r ge r acreage of small grains and corn silage than in action ~4 . 
Sugar beets are grown to supplement farm income and follow small 
grains. 
Water requirements of crop rotations 
Figure 2 shows the potential consumptive use of water for the 
major crops in Sevier County, Utah. Each crop requires different 
amounts of water in the different periods of time. Usually the l e ss 
wate r that is required by a crop during the shortage period of wate r 
supply, the smaller is the net income per acre . This is simi l ar to 
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the pattern for net income per acre of a set of crop ro tat ions . 
Because s mall gra ins which have lower return per acre than row crops 
are harvested mostly in the l atter par t of July, they are not greatly 
affected by late season shortages . But row crops (higher return per 
acre) a re harvested up to l ate f a ll and need l ate season ir r igatio n. 
I n ge ne ral, we can say that the net farm income of crops is positive ly 
re l ated t o wa ter requirements in the shortage period of water supply . 
Ca pita l 
It is assumed in this study that the farm has a line of 
mach ine r y to perform mos t farm operations. Seasonal labor a nd 
operat ing capita l are a lso avai l ab le. 
Irrigation water 
Rainfa ll in Sevier County is unpredictable . Water for irriga-
tion is available from t he na tural flow of Sevier River on the basis 
of shares of stock owned in an irrigation company by the irrigator . 
As stream flows decline during the middle or l atter part of the irri-
gation season, wa ter deliveries to the f arm diminish . As stre am 
flow diminishes, available irriga tion water wi ll be us ed economica lly 
(husbanded) to ensure that thos e acres chose n for irrigation wi ll 
continue to receive an adequa te supply. Water shortages are most 
critical in July, August and Se ptember. When water is critically 
short, the first 1. 84 acre feet per acre of water are a llocated to 
corn a nd sugar beets which have higher marg inal value products than 
the other crops. 
In genera l, irrigators in Sev ier County will receive a l arger 
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pe rcentage of the total stream flow during the periods of high run-
off a nd lower percentage during the periods of low run-off because 
of preferential "first right" of irrigators above them on the stream. 
Wa ter deliveries (states of nature) to the farm assumed in this study 
are 1 . 84, 2.67, 2 . 95 and 3 . 25 ac re-feet per acre during the per iod 
of July, August and September. These quantities of water are de -
pendent upon the run-off in Sevier River during spring and early 
summer . In other words, the water deliveries to t he farm are propor-
tiona l to water supply in Sev i er River . 
The Sevier River water supp l y is dependent primarily on snow 
pack deposited in mountain areas surrounding the basin . Run-off 
occurs in the spring a nd ear l y summer as s now pack melts. Water 
avai l ab l e an nua lly for irrigation fluctuates with greater ma gnitude 
than f Luct ua tion in annua l precipita tion because of the rathe r con-
sta nt consumptive use requirement by vegetation on the watershed . 
Thus, run -off tends to be relatively small in years when snow pack 
is be low normal and re l a tively large in years when s now pack is a bove 
norma l (Appendixes A-C). 
The prof it maximization 
It is ass umed that the farmer is a profit maximizer, or at 
l eas t struggles toward maximizing ne t farm income over time and his 
profit function is: 
where : Li acres in production of the crop 
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a ad: R. 
1 
returrt to farm labor artd martagemertt per acre for the 
i crop 
where: R. 
1 
artd: Y. 
1 
yield per acre of the i crop 
P. 
1 
price per urtit of field for the crop 
c. 
1 
costs of productiort per acre for the i crop 
ANALYSIS AND APPLICATI ON OF 
THE MODEL 
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The purpose of this section is to present the optimal crop 
ro tation in each type of farm for which decisions are to be mad e 
under the uncertainty of amount of water to be available for irriga-
tion. Optimal crop rotations selected by "data" methods, a perfec t 
predictor, and "no data" methods are shown later in this report in 
Tables 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28 and 29 respectively. 
The discussion here is limited to evaluation of alternative crop 
rotations only. They all present a problem in which only variability 
in states of nature (run-off) is considered. 
This means the decision maker is fac e d with choosing the optimal 
course of action, Ai' from a set of possible actions. The outcomes 
of these various actions are dependent on the occurrence of alterna-
tive states of nature, ej . 
The states of nature 
The states of nature can be defined as the va lues of one or 
more exogenous factors that directly affect the outcome of a par-
ticular ac tion but cannot be contro l led with certainty by the deci-
sion maker (2). This is known as a random variable. For this study, 
the stream flow in Sevier River during July, August and September is 
regarded as a random variab l e, referred to as the state of nature 
(6 j) . From the 32-year (1937- 1968) stream flow records, as shown in 
Appe ndixes A and B, four states of nature are considered: 
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Poor (9 1) l e s s tha n 40 1,000 ac r e / f ee t 
Fair (9 2) 40 - 55 1,000 acre/ f ee t 
Good (93) 56 - 85 1 , 000 ac r e /fee t 
Exce llent (94) 86 or ove r 1,000 ac r e/fee t 
Thes e cor respond to 1 . 84, 2 . 67, 2 . 95 and 3 . 25 acre- f ee t pe r acre of 
wa t e r delivered to the farm. The c l ass inter val of the states of 
nature was c lassified afte r inspection of the distribution of actual 
run-off data of Sevie r Rive r . 
Run- off distribution 
In the past, the four states of nature have bee n observed . The 
r esult of the obs e rved frequencies in Table 6 are 6, 8, 11 and 7 
years and the distribution of the occurre nce of 9 j [ P (9 j)) during 
the 32 -year pe riod analyzed is as follows: 
9 1 18.8 percent; 
92 25 . 0 perce nt; 
93 34 . 4 pe rce nt ; 
and 94 21.8 pe rcent . 
Thes e are the ~ priori probabilitie s of the states of nature , 
as shown in Table 6 . 
Conditional probabilities 
Since 9 j is a random va riable which the farmer needs to know 
mor e about in order to make the correct decision, one scheme is t o 
employ annual April first s now pack measureme nt on the wate rshed of 
Uppe r Sevie r Rive r (sou t h o f Richfi e ld, Uta h) and wate r stored in 
Otte r Creek and Piute Res e r voirs to arrive at an estimate of expected 
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Table 6 . Frequencies of various run- off conditions of Sevier River, 
Sevier County, Utah, 1937- 1968, and calculation of the 
~ priori probability 
Average run-off condition 
1937-1968 Number of 
Run- off index years Probabilities 
Description interva 1 (ac . ft.) observed P(8 j) 
Poor e l l ess than 40 0 . 188 
Fair e 2 41-55 8 0.250 
Good e3 56-85 l l 0 . 344 
Excellent e4 86 or over 0.218 
Total 32 1.000 
value of e j. (As was shown previous ly, there is a re l ationship 
between Apri l first snow pack, water stored in Otter Creek and Piute 
Reservoirs and run-off in Sevier River during July, August and 
September.) The resu l ts of the observed frequencies which served as 
a predictor of the states of nature, e j' are shown in Tab l e 7. If 
e 1 (poor water year, less than 40,000 acre-feet) is the state of 
nature, 4 of the 6 years will be expected to be poor water years; 
of the 6 years wi ll be expected to be fair water years; no year is 
expected to be a good year or an exce llent year . The rest of the 
table is interpreted in this way. 
From the~ prior i experience, the conditional probabi l ity 
distribution of such observation can now be computed: 
where: Zk; the observation on snowpack and water stored 
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Tab le 7 . Frequencies of four observations on April l snow pack and 
water storage in Otter Creek and Piute Reservoirs given 
the state of nature (actua l stream flows) 
Obs ervation on April l 
snow eack and storage 
States of nature z l z2 ZJ z4 Total 
(1,000 acre-feet) Poor Fair Good Exce 11ent (6 i) 
Years 
Poor 6 1 l ess than 40 4 2 0 0 6 
Fair 6 2 41-55 3 5 0 0 8 
Good 63 56-85 0 8 11 
Exce llent 
Total <7k) 
64 86 or over 0 0 3 4 
9 11 5 
6 j the states of nature {actual run- off in Sevier 
River) 
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Tab le 8 shows the conditional probabi lities of four observations of 
snow pack and water stored given the state of nature, 6 j . 
The 0.667 in the third column of Table 8 means that the farmers 
will expect a poor water year (Z 1) of stream f low on April first 
66.70 percent of the time when in fact there wi ll be 40,000 acre 
feet or l ess (poor water year, 6 1). Likewis e , they wi ll expect a 
fair water year {Z 2) of stream flow on April first 33 . 30 percent of 
the time when in fact there will be 40,000 acre- feet or less {poor 
water year, 6 1). The other conditional probabilities in Table 8 are 
der ived simi l ar l y {it is Zk which is observed and not 6 j) . The 
states of nature are unknown at the time of decision in April ; only 
Table 8 . Conditional probability of four obs e rvations on Apri l l 
snow pack and water storage in Otter Creek and Piute 
Reservoirs (denoted P(Zk/6 .) given the state of nature 
(actual stream flows) J 
Ob servations on Apri l 
snow Eac k and storage 
States of nature z l z2 z3 z4 
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(1,000 acre feet) Poor Fair Good Excelle nt Total 
Poor 61 less than 40 0.667 0.333 0 0 1.000 
Fair 6 2 41-55 0.375 0.625 0 0 1.000 
Good 63 56-85 0 0.182 0 . 727 0 . 091 1.000 
Excellent 64 86 or over 0 0 0 . 419 o. 571 1.000 
zk is known . 
A EOSter iori probabilit ies 
By utilizing the conditional probabilities of Tab le 8 and the 
~ priori probabilities, the joint probability P(6 j)P(Zk/ 6 j) (the 
product of two distributions) can be calculated . From column 8 in 
th e right part of Table 9, 0 . 125 (0.188 x 0.667) is the probability 
that the water year which occurs is both an actual poor water year 
and a poor observed water year ; only 0 . 063 (0 . 188 x 0 .333) which 
occurred is both a poor actual water year and fair obs erved water 
year; nothing which occurred is both a poor actual water year and 
good and excellent observed water year; 0 .094 (0 . 250 x 0 . 375), 0 . 156 
(0 . 250 x 0 . 625) and 0 (zero) (0.250 x 0) which occur is both a fair 
actual wate r year and poor, fair, good and exce llent observed water 
year; 0 (zero) (0 . 344 x 0), 0 . 063 (0 . 344 x 0 . 182), 0 . 250 (0 . 344 x 
Table 9 . Derivation of poster iori probab i lities P(e j /Zk) and calculations 
Conditiona 1 probabilities ,P(Zk/e j) Joint probabjli t i es P(e j)P(Zk/ e j) 
States of observations (Zk) Priori . observations (Zk) 
nature z l z2 z3 z4 probabilit ies } z l z2 z3 z4 
e . Poor Fa ir Good Exce llent P(e jl Poor Fair Good Excellent J 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) 
Poor e l 0.667 0.333 0 0 0.188 0.125 0 . 063 0 0 
Fair e 2 0.375 0. 625 0 0 0 . 250 0.091+ 0. 156 0 0 
Good e3 0 0.182 0.727 0 . 091 0.344 0 0.063 0.250 0 . 031 
Exce llent e4 0 0 0.429 0.571 0.2 18 0 · 0 0.094 0.124 
P(Zk) 0 . 219 0 .282 0.344 0. 155 
Posteriori probabilities P(e j/Zk) = P(e .)P(Zk/e i) 
States of nature 
Observations (Zk) P(Zk) 
(e j) zl z2 z3 z4 
Poor Fair Good Excellent 
Poor e l 0. 571 0.223 0 0 
Fair e 2 0.429 0.554 0 0 
Good e3 0 0.223 0 . 727 0 .200 
Excellent e4 0 0 0. 273 0.800 
Total 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 w 00 
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0 . 727) and 0.031 (0.344 x 0.091) which occur is both a good actua l 
water year and poor, fair, good and exce llent observed water year; 
0 (zero) (0.218 x 0), 0.094 (0.218 x 0.429) and 0.124 (0.218 x 
0 . 57 1) occur is both an exce llent water year and poor, fair, good 
and exce llent observed water year, respectively . These figures show 
that the predictor device is close to a perfect predictor . 
The probability of observing (2k) is given by summing the 
P(2k/6 j) over all 6 j for a particular 2k; 2 1, 22 , z3 and 24 are 
21.90, 28.20, 34.40 and 15 .50 percent, r espective ly. These are 
shown in Tab le 9. 
The~ posterior i probabilities, P(6 j/2k)' are determined by 
Bayes' formula as shown in the lower right-hand part of Tab le 9. 
These probabilities are called ~ posteriori distribution of 6j be-
cause it is the distribution after having observed Zk and tell the 
decision maker what state of nature he can expect given an observa-
tion on snow pack and water stored, i.e., the probabilities of the 
true run-off condition (6j), give n the observed April first run-off 
condition (2k) (7). 
After weighting the~ priori probability by the conditional 
probability, 57.1 perce nt of the time 6 1 (poor water year) will 
occur and 42.9 percent of the time 62 (fair water year) wi ll occur 
when observing 21 ; 22 .3, 55.4, 22.3 and zero or 0 percent for 6 1, 
62 , 63 and 64 when z2 (fair observed water year) is observed; zero, 
72 . 7, 27.3 percent for 6 1, 62, 63 and 64 when 23 (good observed 
water year) is observed; and zero, 20.0 and 80.0 percent for 6 1, 62 , 
63 and 64 when 24 is observed. 
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Pay-off rna trix 
Net farm income (gain matrix) can be calculated for each of the 
crop rotations (action Ai) for each type of farm given the state of 
The differe nce in the state of nature is the difference 
in water input delivered to the farms. An increased acreage of high 
valued crops results in a higher degree of variability of net income 
over a wider range of possibilities . A significantly higher net 
income per acre will be obtained if water is plentiful and a loss in 
net income may result if a serious water shortage occurs, because 
the level of production will be seriously damaged. Thus, a poor 
water year will reduce the size of the total return obtained and for 
some rotation wi ll not cover the high total costs of the inputs used 
for the production of the high va lued crops (labor, machinery , ferti-
lizer, water, etc.). 
A set of decision rules in this study consistent with the farm-
er ' s objective (utility) function is needed to select the course of 
action that maximizes utilit y. However, the derivation of such a 
utility function is no small undertaking. Thus, as a matter of 
practical application, it has been assumed in this study that the 
utility function is linear wi th respect to money over the re l evant 
range. Consequent ly, maximization of monetary gain is equivalent to 
maximizing utility . 
The actions (crop rotations), as shown in Tables 3, 4 a nd 5, have 
been assumed to represent the possible farm practices in Sevier 
County. Crops were valued at the time of harvest, and net farm in-
come does not include income from the livestock enterprise as crops 
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used on the farm were valued a t the market price. The gains or 
losses for range beef farms, feeder farms and small dairy farms are 
shown in Tables 10, 11 and 12, respectively. These data are derived 
from each physical crop-water production function . It is measured 
in dollars of net farm income per acre. 
The physical productivity of irriga tion water as shown in 
Appendix G was used to compute the economic productivity of irriga-
tion water applied to alfalfa, barley, corn silage and sugar beets . 
Once the physical productivity of irrigation water has been estab-
lished for all alternat ive uses, the economic productivity in dif-
ferent us es can be determined by attaching monetary values to output 
and resources inputs. The price of output and inputs is the average 
price reported by U.S.D.A. (35) . The average production cost is 
shown in Table 26, Appendix G. The net return shown is the ne t cash 
income (cash receipts minus cash expenses). 
Tab l e 10 . Pay-off table of range beef f a rms in Sevie r County, 
Utah, 1968 
States of Actions (croE rotations } nature 
ABl AB2 AB3 (run-off in Sevier River) AB4 
1,000 ac. ft. ------- - -dollars 2er acre- - --------
Poor e l less than 40 9.34 3.54 4 .88 1.08 
Fa ir e 2 41 - 55 35.98 31.54 32.56 29.45 
Good e3 56 - 85 40.49 44 . 88 45.85 45 . 19 
Exce llent e4 86 or over 51.77 49.81 54.62 52.07 
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Tab l e 11. Pay-off table of feeder farms in Sevier County, Utah, 
1968 
States of Actions (croE rotations} nature 
ABl AB2 AB3 AB4 (run-off in Sevier River) 
1,000 ac. ft. - - ------ -dol l ars per acre---------
Poor 91 l ess than 40 7.55 7 . 85 o. 60 0.12 
Fair 92 41 - 55 36 . 36 36.20 30.32 26.79 
Good 93 56 - 85 52.54 51.89 63.43 60. 29 
Excellent 94 86 or over 59.85 58.73 72.32 67.59 
Table 12. Pay - off table of small dairy farms in Sevier County, Utah, 
1968 
States of nature Actions (cro E rotations} 
(run-off in Sevier River) '\ 1 AD2 '\3 '\4 
1, 000 ac. ft. -- - -- ----do l lars per acre-- ---- - --
Poor 91 less than 40 0.95 3.54 4.88 0.60 
Fair 92 41 - 55 27 . 60 23. 10 32.56 30.32 
Good 93 56 - 85 37. 18 36.45 45.85 63.43 
Excellent 94 86 or over 43.39 41.39 54 . 62 72.32 
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From Table 10, we found that when the "poor" water state of 
nature occurred, net farm income per acre ($9 . 34) from range beef 
farm from crop rotation A81 was higher than net farm income ($1 . 08) 
from crop rotation A84 which required late water irrigation higher 
than crop rotations A81 . The farm income per acre from crop rota-
tion AB4 was $1.08, because the income on this crop rotation is not 
sufficient to cover the costs of the input used for producing the 
high value crops. On the other hand, when the water supply is ade-
quate for all l ate irrigation water requirements (good year, 83 , and 
excellent year, 84), net farm income per acre from crop rotation AB4 
($45.19 and $52.07) is higher than net farm income per acre from crop 
rotation A81 ($40.49 and $51.77). These same re l ationships occur 
for farm income of the feeder farm and sma ll dairy farm, as shown in 
Tables 11 and 12. 
11 No data 11 decision making 
The following discussion will illustrate what Chernoff and 
Moses (4) have called the "no data" problem utilizing only the .!!. 
priori probabilities. Table 6 presents the relevant frequency 
distribution of run-off condition in the Sevier River (states of 
nature, 8 j); column P(8 j) gives the,!!. priori distribution over the 
four states of nature. Tables 10, 11 , and 12 present the pay-off 
matrix (net farm incomes) for each type of farm in which alternative 
actions (crop rotations) are considered. Each set of crop rotations 
of individual farm (range beef, feeder, and small dairy farm) is 
s e lected to approximately utilize the water supplies for each of the 
four a lter native run-off conditions. 
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The expected value of actions using "no data" methods can be 
found by multiplying each possible net farm income for the states of 
nature by the ~ priori probability distribution of its occurre nce 
a nd then taking the sum of these products . Utilizing the criterion 
of maximizing expected monetary value, action A83 of range bee f farm 
is chosen, giving an expected net income of $36 . 736 per acre; action 
~3 of feeder farm is chosen, giving an expected net income of 
$45.278 per acre. Action Au4 of dairy farm with an expected value 
of $45 . 278 per acre is then optimal. These expected values are 
shown in Appendixes H-J. 
"Data" decision making 
The above discussion illustrates the "no data" problem. How-
ever , by Apri l first, when the farmer starts cultivation, he has 
some notion of whether run-off conditions during July, August and 
September will be poor , fair, good or excellent--an opinion based on 
snow pack and water stored conditions up to that date. In fact, the 
observed run-off conditions on April first were used as an indicator 
of the true run-off conditions during the subsequent spring cultiva-
tion period. Once the probabilities of the true run-off condition 
(9 j) are known, a Bayes strategy is found by maximizing the estimated 
income for each action, given the observation on snow pack and water 
stored . The expected income can be computed--the estimated income 
for each action is multiplied by the ~ poster iori probabilities for 
each observation (Zk)' The strategy bundle resulting from use of 
the ~ poster iori probabilities represents the "data" problem of 
decision theory (4). 
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Applying the~ posteriori probabilities of Table 9 to original 
gai n table (Table 10), the range bee f farmer finds that run- off co n-
dition z 1 (poor) action ABl provides the maximum expected va lue of 
$2 0 .76 9 per acre . Likewise, when z 2 (fai r water year) is observed, 
action AB l provides the maximum expec t ed value of $31.045 pe r acre; 
when z3 (good water year) is obs erved , action AB3 prov ides the maxi-
mum expected va l ue of $48.244 per acre; and when z4 (exce llent water 
year) is obs erved, action AB3 provides the max imum expected va lue of 
$52.866 pe r acre. These expected values are presented in Tab l e 13 . 
The under lined income figures indicate the maximum expected value 
for each observed Zk. Thus, the optimum Bayes strategy bund l e is 
defined as (AB l ' AB l ' AB3 and AB3) meaning that action AB l is taken 
in r es ponse to observation z 1, AB l to z 2 , AB3 to z3 and AB3 to z4 . 
By determining the probabi l ity distr ibution of the predicted run-off, 
Table 13 . Pay-off table of expected net returns for a lternative 
actions (crop rotations) given the observed Apri l 1 run-
off in Sevier Ri ve r using posterior probabilities or 
"data" problems of range beef f a rms in Sevier County, 
Utah, 1968 
Ob served Actions (crop rotations) 
April 1 run-off 
condition 
Poor zl 
Fair z2 
Good z3 
Excellent z4 
20.769 
31.045 
43 . 569 
49 . 514 
do llars/ acre 
15.552 16 . 755 
28.271 29.35 1 
46.226 
48.824 
l3 . 251 
26.634 
47 . 068 
50.694 
Note : The under l ined income figures indicate the maximum expected 
value of each observed Zk ( 1,2 ,3 and 4) . 
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P(Zk)' the range beef farmer can calcu l ate his expected income if he 
follows the strategy bundle (ABl' ABl' AB3 and AB3). Given the 
P(Zk) of Table 9, the expected va lue of the optimal strategy bundle 
in Tab l e 13 is $20.769 (0 . 219) + $3 1.045 (0 . 282) + $48.244 (0.344) 
+ $52.866 (0 . 155) = $38.093 per acre as shown in Table 14 . 
By the same manner, the optimum Bayes strategy bundle for 
feeder farmer is (~ 2 , AFl' AF3 , a nd ~3 ) as shown in Tab l e 15 and 
the expected va lue of optimal strategy bundle in Tab le 15 is $20.012 
(0.219) + $33.544 (0.282) + $65.857 (0.344) + $70.542 (0.155) = 
$47.454 per acre as shown in Table 16. The optimum Bayes strategy 
bundle for a small dairy farmer is <Au3 , A04 , Au4 and Au4), and the 
expected value of optimal strategy bundle is $46.02 1 per acre as 
shown in Tables 17 and 18, respectively. 
Table 14. Expected va lue of optimal strategies for "data" problems 
of range beef farm in Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
Probabilities Expected value of 
Net re turn of observing z optimum strategies 
Rotation dollars/acre P(Zk) dollars/acre 
ABl 20.769 0 . 219 4.548 
ABl 31.045 0.282 8.755 
AB3 48 .244 0.344 16.596 
AB3 52 . 866 0.155 8.194 
Total 1.000 38.093 
Tab l e 15 . Pay- off table of expected net return for alternative 
actions (crop rotations) given the observed April l 
run- off in the Sevier River using posterior proba-
bilities or "data" problems of feeder farms in Sev ier 
County, Utah, 1968 
Observed Actions (crop rotations) 
April l run-off 
"Fl "F2 AF3 "F4 condition 
dollars/acre 
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Poor zl 19 .909 20.012 l3. 350 11.561 
Fair z2 33.544 33 .377 31.076 28.313 
Good z3 54.536 53.757 65 . 857 62.283 
Excellent z4 58.388 57.362 70.542 66. 130 
Note: The underlined income figures indicate the maximum expected 
value of each observed Zk (1,2,3 and 4). 
Table 16. Ex pected va l ue of optimal strategies for "data" problems 
of feeder farms in Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
0Etimal strategies Probabilities Expected value of 
Net return of observing z optimal strategies 
Rotation dollars/acre P(Zk) dollars/acre 
AF2 20.012 0.219 4.406 
"Fl 33 .544 o. 282 9 . 459 
AF3 65.857 0 .344 22 . 655 
"F3 70.542 o. 155 10 . 934 
Total 1.000 47 . 454 
Table 17. Pay-off table of expected net r eturn for alternative 
actions (crop rotations) given the observed April 1 
run-off in the Sevier River using poster ior proba-
bilities or "data" problems of small dairy farms in 
Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
Observed Actions (croE rotations) April 1 run-off 
'\1 '\2 '\3 '\4 condition 
dollars/ acre 
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Poor zl 12 . 383 11. 931 16 . 755 13 . 350 
Fair z2 23 . 793 21.715 29 . 351 31.076 
Good z3 38.875 37.799 48.244 65.857 
Excellent z4 42 . 148 40.402 52.866 70.542 
Note: The underlined income figures indicate the maximum expected 
value of each observed Zk (1,2,3 and 4). 
Table 18. Expected value of optimal strategies for "data" problems 
of small dairy farms in Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
0Etima l strategies Probabilities Expected value of 
Net return of observing z optimal strategies 
Rotation dollarsLacre P(Zk) dollarsLacre 
~3 16.755 0.219 3.669 
'\4 31.076 0.282 8.763 
AD4 65.857 0.344 22.655 
AD4 70 . 542 0.155 10 . 934 
Total 1.000 46.021 
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"Perfect knowledge" decision making 
If the state of nature is known prior to the decision-making 
period, it wou l d be a simple matter to choose a crop rotation which 
would maximize net farm income. But since the state of nature is 
not known in advance, the farmer must make a decision . A method is 
needed to a llow him to make judicious us e of al l the information 
ava ilable. 
If the states of nature could be predicted wit h certainty in 
the spring, the~ posteriori probability distribution, P(Sj/Zk)' 
portion of Tab l e 9 would show value of 1.0 down the diagona l (with 
zeros elsewhere). Thus, the optimum perfect knowledge strategy 
bundle of a range beef farm is (A81, A81 , A83 , and A83 ) with expected 
value of optimum perfect strategy $9.34 (0.188) + $35.98 (0.250) 
+ $45.85 (0.344) + $54.62 (0.218) = $38 . 430 per acre as shown in 
Table 19. 
The optimum perfect knowledge strategy bund le of feeder farm 
and smal l dairy farm is derived similarly. Optimum perfect knowledge 
strategy bund l e of feeder farm is (~ 2 , ~l' AF3 and ~3 ) and the 
expected value of optimum strategy is $48. 152 per acre as shown in 
Table 20. Table 21 presents the optimum perfect knowledge strategy 
bundle (~ 1 , A03 , ~4 and ~4) of the small dairy farm and their 
expected value of optimum st rategy, $46.642 per acre. 
Va lue of the data 
The derivation of Bayesian decisions by using only the ~ priori 
probability distribution, P(Sj), is referred to as the "no data" 
problem . The decision problem using the ~ posteriori distribution 
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Table l9 . Expected value of a perfect predictor of range beef farms 
in Sevier County, Utah, l968 
OJ:!tima l strategies Probabilities Expected value of 
of observing z Net return 
P(ZkJ:!) p optimum strate gies Rotation dollarsLacre dollars/acre 
ABl 9.34 O.l88 l. 7 56 
ABl 35.98 0.250 8.995 
AB3 45.85 0.344 l5 . 77 2 
AB3 54.62 0.2l8 ll. 907 
Total l.OOO 38.430 
Table 20. Expected value of a perfect predictor of feeder farms in 
Sevier County, Utah, l968 
OJ:!timal Probabilities Expected value of strategies of observing z Net return 
P(ZkJ:!) p optimal strategies Rotation dollarsLacre dollars/ acre 
AF2 7.85 O.l88 l.476 
AFl 36.36 0.250 9.090 
~3 63.43 0.344 21..820 
AF3 72.32 0. 2l8 l 5.766 
Total l.OOO 48. l5 2 
5 1 
Tab l e 21. Expected va lue of a perfect predictor of small dairy farms 
in Sevier Coun ty, Utah, 1968 
Optima 1 strategies Probabilities Expected va lue of 
of observing Z Net return 
P(Zkp) p optimal strategies Rotat ion dollarsLacre do llarsLacre 
~1 4.88 0.188 0. 917 
~3 32.56 0.250 8 .140 
~4 63.43 0.344 21.819 
~4 72.32 0.218 15.766 
Total 1.000 46.642 
is called "data" problems. The difference in expected incomes re-
sulting from using the "data" strategy bundle relative to the "no 
data " strategy can be interpreted as the va lue of the data or the 
value of the added information provided by the observation (Zk). 
The va lue of data of t he range beef farm is $1.357 per acre; the 
feeder farm is $2 .167 pe r acre; and the sma ll dairy farm is $0.743 
per acre as shown in Table 22 . 
Val ue of a perfect pr edictor 
The difference in expected value of a perfect predictor rela-
tive to the expected value of the~ priori distribution of the random 
varia ble, P(9 j), is the value of a perfect predictor. It is the 
va lue of a set of run-off forecas ting. This value is usually higher 
than the va lue of the "data." As presented in Table 22, the va lue 
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TabLe 22. VaLue of the perfect predictor and vaLue of the data of 
range beef farm, feeder farm and smaLL dairy farm, Sev i e r 
County, Utah, L968 
VaLue Range beef Feeder Dairy 
doLLars per acre 
Ex pected value of a perfect predictor 38.430 48.L52 46.642 
Expected vaLue of the "no data" problems 36.736 45.278 45 . 278 
VaLue of the 2erfect eredictor L694 2.874 L364 
Expected vaLue of the "data" problems 38.093 47.454 46.02L 
Expected va Lue of the "no data" problems 36.736 45.278 45.278 
VaLue of the data L357 2. L7 6 0.743 
of a perfect predictor of range beef farm is $L.694 per acre; the 
feeder farm is $2.874 per acre; and the dairy farm is $L.364 per 
acre. 
The expected incomes from the "data" method in our problem are 
$38.093, $47.454 and $46.02 L per acre for range beef farm, feeder 
farm and sma LL dairy farm, respectiveLy, an increase of onLy $1.357, 
$2. L76 and $0.743 over the ex pected income for t he "no data" methods. 
Thus, the "va Lue of the data" is sLight. However, the vaLue of a 
"perfect" run-off predictor would be onLy $ L694 , $2.874 and $L364 
in this case. 
From the standpoint of this study, the strategies derived from 
statisticaL decision theory have aLLowed onLy reLativeLy s Light 
improvements in expected net incomes over strategies aLready used by 
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farmers . However, even if devices for perfectly predicting run-off 
conditions were available, the possibilities of increasing expected 
income would be slight within the scope of product ion possibilitie s 
presented here . 
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SUMMARY 
If decision making is made in th e rea lm of certainty, it wou ld 
be a simple matter t o se l ect a crop rotation which would maximize net 
farm income. But since the decision problems under risk and uncer-
tainty have several possib l e outcomes corresponding to each crop 
rotation, a set of decision rules, consistent with the farmer's 
objective (utility) function is needed to select the cour se of act ion 
that max imizes utility. 
The major purpose of this study is to present selected empiri-
cal results of a s tudy employing decis ion making theory as a frame -
work f or considering dec i sion making under risk. The particular 
prob l em involves choic es betwee n a lternative crop rotations for 
Sevier County farmers. The study demonstrates the us efu lness of the 
Bayesian theory t hat g ives more than a point est imation. It de-
scribes the magn i tude of the difference between a l ter native act ions, 
and provides a variety of estimates for consideration. 
Several a lter native crop rotations are available to Sevier 
County farmers in each year. Thus, a major prob l em facing a Sevier 
County f a rmer each year is this: Give n the uncer tainties of i rriga -
tion water supply, what combination of sma ll grain, forage crops and 
row crops should be grown? The a na l ysis used eva luates this ques-
tion, as an isolated annual decision . 
By employing a multiple regression (y ~ b
0 
+ b 1 x b2x2 +e), it 
was found that influence of snow pack and reservoir storage on wa t er 
ava ilability for irrigation purposes during July, August and Sep-
tember is very high (R = 0.909, R2 = 0.826). 
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A number of decision r ules have been suggested for cases wh e r e 
the probability distribution of the states of nature is unknown. 
All of these criteria have severe defects. Furthermore, it is diffi-
cu l t to conceive of decision problems in which the decision maker has 
no information, e ither objective or subjective, regarding the proba-
bi lit ies of the states of nature, 9 j. Thus, recent emphasis in 
decision theory has shifted toward t he so-called Bayes strategies, 
which employ relevant probability distributions. The optimal Bayes 
stra tegy is genera lly defined as one wh ic h maximizes expected 
utility. If the utility function is linear over the relevant range, 
maximizing expected profit s is equiva lent to maximizing expected 
utility. 
The dec ision problem in this s tudy involves four crop rotations 
(ABl' AB2 ' AB3 and AB4) for range beef farms; four crop rotations 
(~ 1 , ~2 , ~3 and ~4) for feeder farms; and four crop rotations 
(~ 1 , ~2 , ~3 and ~4) for small da iry farms--and four states of 
nature: poor water year (9 1), fair water year (92), good water year 
(93) and exce llent water year (94). These four states of nature are 
correspo ndent t o 1.84, 2.67, 2.95 and 3.25 acre -feet of water de-
livered to the farm. They are equiva l ent to an input for producing 
a crop. 
Outcomes o f each action-state pair are derived from crop-water 
production f unction . It is measured in dol l ars of profit of net 
farm income per acre. This is called pay- off matrix of outcome plan. 
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By making the observation on the actual run-off from the past 
32-year per iod (1937-1968) of the Sevier River, the ~ priori proba-
bilities (th e probability distribution of states of na ture P(8j)) ca n 
be calculated: P(8) = 0 . 188; P(82) = 0.250; P(83) = 0 .344; P(84 ) 
0 .2 18 . To gai n additional information a bout the l ikelihood of a 
particular s tate of nature (8 j)' the decision makers will make the 
observa tion on snow pack a nd water stored (Zk) tha t s erves as a 
predictor of states of na ture (8 j). That is, he can construct a con-
ditional probability distribution, P(Zk/ 8 j). For example, in the 
past he has observed poor water year (8 1) in 6 years. In 4 of thos e 
6 years, the run-of f observa tion was for poor water year (Z 1), wh ile 
in the other 2 years, it was for fair water year (Z 2). Therefore, 
the conditiona l probabil it i es of obtaining particular observations, 
g ive n the underlying state of nature, 8 1, are P(Z 1/ 8 1) = 0 .66 7, 
P(Z 2/ 8 1) = 0.333, P(Z3/ 8 1 = 0 and P(Z4 / 8 1) = 0. The other condition-
a l probabilities are derived similarly. The~ priori probability 
distribution, whether objective or subjective , i s given by P(8 j). 
The joint probability P(8 j) P(Zk/ 8 j) is simply the product of the 
two distributions. The P(Zk) is given by summing the P(Zk/8 j) over 
al l 8 j for a particular Zk. By utilizing data on the run-off in the 
past (Zk) a nd actua l run-off which occ urred (8 j), the~ posteriori 
probabi li ty distribution, P(8k/Zk)' is then determined by Bayes ' 
theorem . 
P(8 j) P(Zk / 8j) and P(8 1/z 1) 
P(Zk) 
0.429 
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P(e 1/2 2) = 0.223, P(62/2 2) = 0 . 554, P(e 3/2 2) = 0.223, P(e3/23) 
0.727, P(e4 /23) = 0.273, P(e3/24 ) = 0.200, P(64/24) = 0 . 800, 
and the remainders are zeros. 
In this study, the P(Zk)s are: P(2 1) 
P(2 3) = 0.344 and P(24 ) = 0.155. 
0.219, P(2 2) 0.282, 
Applying objective or subjective~ priori probabilities, P(6 j), 
to the states of nature and origina l pay-off table, action (crop 
rotation) A83 , AF3 , and ~4 of the range beef farm, feeder farm and 
small da iry farm, with expected va lues $36.736, $45.278 and $45.278 
per acre are then the optimal respective actio n . These are called 
the "no data " problem optimum strateg ie s. 
Utilizing tho se~ posteriori probabilities over the states of 
nature and the origina l pay-off tab le, it is possible to calculate 
tl1e expected income for each action, given the observed April first 
run-off condition. Thus, the optima l strategy bundle of range beef 
farms is (A81 , A81 , A83 and A83), meaning that A8 1 is taken in 
response to observation 2 1, A81 to 22 , A83 to 23 , and A83 to 24 . 
Similar ly, the optimal strategy bundle of feeder farm and sma ll dairy 
farm is (AF2 ' AF l' AF 3 and AF 3) and (A03 , A04 , A04 and A04) , respec-
tively. 
The strategy bundle r es ulting from use of the~ posteriori 
probability distributions shows the "da t a " problem of the decision 
theory. The expected value of the st r ategy bundle ca n be computed 
by mul t iplying the expected va lues of the optimum action for each 
observed 2k by the probability of run-off observing 2k, P(2k)' and 
surruuing . The expected net income per ac r e of range beef farm, feeder 
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fa<m aad small dairy farm from the "data" problem is $38 . 093, $47 . 454 
aad $46 .021, <espective ly. 
If a perf ect rua-off observatioa device we<e available , the 
~ pos t er io<i probability distributioa, P(e j/Zk)' would be va lue of 
1. 0 dowa the diagonal and zeros e ls ewhe r e and l e ad to the optima l 
strategy buad l e of (ABl' AB l' AB3' aad AB3) with expected value 
$3 8 .430 per acre for raage beef farm; (AF2 ' "F 1' AF3 aad ').) with 
ex pected va lue $48.152 per acre for feeder farm; a ad ('\Jl' AD3' '\4 
aad '\4) with expected va lue of $46.642 per ac r e for sma 11 dairy 
farm . 
The differeace ia expec t ed iacomes per ac re resultiag from 
usiag the "d a t a" problem aad the "ao data" problem is $1.357, $2 . 176 
aad $0 . 743 for raag e beef farm, feeder farm, aad small da iry farm 
~espect ive ly. These are re prese nted for the value of the data or 
the value of added iaforma tion. 
The va lue of a perfect pred ictor, the difference betwee a ex -
pected incomes pe r acre of a perfect predictor aad the expected 
incomes per acre from the 11 no data " problem, for range beef farm, 
feeder farm aad sma ll dairy f a rm is $1.694 , $2.874 aad $ 1.364 
respective l y . 
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CONCLUSION 
This study invo l ve s the derivation of the~ poste riori proba-
bility function by a we i ght i ng of the~ priori probabilities, P(e j ), 
by cond itional probabilities, P(Zk/e j). These cond itiona l proba-
bilities, in turn, are the probabilitie s of observing the partic ular 
additional information give n the possible va lues of the random 
variab l e (states of nature, e j). 
The observation was made only on two variables (snow pack and 
wate r stored), but the degree of multiple correlation coefficient 
be twee n those two variables and coming late season run-off shows a 
high degree of correlation in this study. 
The f igure s from this s Ludy show that t he expected va lue of Lh e 
"data " problems for eac h type of farm came out very c lose to the 
expected va lue of a perfect pred ictor a nd higher than the expected 
va lue of the "no da t a " problems. Th i s mea ns th at the Bayes approach 
give s more than a po int est imation and is usefu l for farm manageme nt 
decision making under risk. Even though the va l ue of data and t he 
va lue of a pe rfec t predic t o r are only slight, the cost for making 
these observations i s not high. It appears that this process can 
improve farm enterprises gradua lly, for each year the answers will 
become "better a nd better" (to paraphrase Gompers) , eve n though 
McConnen ' s (21, p. 65) words are true a nd we get " . • bad answers 
to problems to which otherwise worse answers are g ive n . " 
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APPENDIXES 
Appendix A 
Tab l e 23 . Hydraulic r ecords of Sevier County, Utah, 1937 - 1968 
Snow pack Sevier Riv e r 
. (water Water stored run- off Annua l 
Ra ~nfall contain) ( l OOO ac-f t ) (July- Se pt . ) run-off 
recor ds X1 ' X 1,000 ac- ft ( 1 , 000 
Year (inches) ( i nc hes) 2 __ _y a c - f t ) 
1937 10 . 36 215 . 6 68.97 69 . 86 151.0 
1938 7 . 56 169 . 8 118 . 84 92.68 200 . 0 
1939 7.59 97 , l lOS . 20 56 . 13 152 . 7 
1940 9. 77 82 . 2 82 . 39 47 . 20 123 . 3 
194 1 ll. 29 157 . 0 74 . 46 77 . 89 189.4 
1942 6 . 10 145 . 9 ll9 . 73 89 . 34 260 . 0 
1943 7 . 24 131.7 ll6. 09 72.44 160 . 9 
1944 9.22 174.6 l04. 22 96 .78 185 .3 
1945 10.68 178 . 1 108.81 78.2 1 134.6 
1946 11.09 83 . 0 124. 92 75.22 154 . 1 
1947 10.73 101.8 100 . 40 88 . 32 121.9 
1948 8.19 146 . 8 122.74 92.81 182 . 9 
Run- of£ 
predictions 
(1 , 000 ac - ft) 
y 
107 . 4 1 
lll. 59 
6l.6l 
39 . 16 
77. 18 
98 . 43 
88 . 08 
105 .42 
llO. 23 
65 . 56 
6 1.38 
100 . 7 9 
"' v. 
Table 23 . Continued 
Snow pack Sevier River {water 
run- off Annual Run- off 
Rainfall contain) Wate r stored (July- Se pt.) run- off predic tions 
records xl (1,000 ac - ft) 1,000 ac-ft (1,000 (1,000 ac- ft ) 
Year (inches} (inches } x2 y ac- ft} y 
1949 7.41 193 . 7 85 . 92 95.11 183 .2 105 . 20 
1950 6 . 60 97. l 120.98 76 . 80 157 . 6 71. 24 
1951 7.70 54 .0 77 . 13 48.52 105 .4 19 79 
1952 6 . 73 252 . 0 68.48 86 . 14 143 . 9 127 . 97 
1953 6. 45 73 . 3 121. 26 72 . 83 141. 4 57 . 77 
1954 5. 68 121.8 76 . 66 46 . 39 112 . 3 58 . 35 
1955 5 . 50 107 . 3 60.60 38 . 45 85 . 48 40 . 25 
1956 4 . 53 74 . 8 40.86 18 . 91 72.64 9. 59 
1957 11. 15 108 . 0 32.70 51.45 76 . 53 28 . 63 
1958 4.69 17 1. 4 92.33 80.62 166 . 30 96 . 33 
1959 7 . 14 58.9 95.41 42.84 120 . 30 33 . 75 
1960 7. 70 87 . 9 58 . 79 26.59 85 . 04 28 . 03 
196 1 10 .42 81. 1 42 . 62 19.60 74.95 14 . 27 
"' 
"' 
Tab l e 23 . Continued 
Snow pack Sevier River (water 
run-off Anrma l Run- off 
Rainfa ll contain) Water stored (Ju ly-Sept . ) run- off predic tions 
records x l ( l ,OOO ac - ft) l,OOO ac - ft (l,OOO (l,OOO ac - ft) 
Year (inches} (inches} x2 y ac - ft} y 
l962 7 . 89 l 65 . 0 70 . 08 65 . 29 l2 2. 50 72 . 09 
l963 7 .48 4l.3 47.03 24 . 67 57 . ll - 5.85 
l964 8 .3l 76 . 6 45.73 38.97 75 . 35 l3.59 
l965 9 . 78 ll7 . 7 5l.08 4 l . 98 92 . 23 40 . 40 
l966 7 . 32 75 . 6 95 . 29 42 . 86 l06 . 65 43.24 
l967 9 . 39 50 . 2 70.57 50 .30 l06 . 07 l3 . 6l 
l968 8.49 l33 . 4 92 . 07 66.07 l2 5. 23 74 . 40 
To ta l 260.32 3824.7 2692 . 36 l97l. 27 4206 . 28 l96l. 49 
Average 8. l35 ll9 .52 84. l4 6l.60 l3l.45 6l.30 
Sources : U. S, Geo logica l Survey , Surface water supply of the United States, l93l-60, Pa per l3l4-
l734. The Great Bas in . l960, l968. 
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Figure 3. Actual run-off and predicted run-off of Sevier River, Sevier County, 
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Figur e 4 . F luctuation of annua l snow pack on Upper Sev i e r Waters hed 
and stream run-off of Sevier River, Sevier County, Utah , 
1937- 1968 . 
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Appe ndix D 
Tab l e 24 . Mon t hly ave rage run- o f f and ra infall distr ibution of 
Sevie r Count y , Utah, l937 - l968 
Run-off Run- off Av e rage Rainfa ll 
.E e riod l, 000 acL ft run-off Perce nt inches Percent 
April 368 . 05 l l. 50 8 . 75 0 . 752 9 .24 
May 7 24 . 70 22 . 65 l 7. 22 0 . 724 8.90 
June 573 . 89 l7 . 93 l3.64 0 . 536 6.56 
July 839 . 82 26 . 24 l9.96 0 . 755 9 . 28 
August 65l.69 20 . 36 l5 .49 0 . 755 9.28 
September 47 9 . 76 l5 . 00 ll. 4 l 0 . 7 5l 9 . 23 
Annua lly 4206.28 131.45 8 . l35 
Appendix E 
Table 25 . Pote ntial consumptive use of water for major crops of Sevier Coun ty, Ut ah, 1966 
Alfalfa Sma ll grain Corn silage Sugar beets Pasture 
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly 
use rate us e rate use rat e us e rate u s e rate 
Month inc he s Percent i nches Percent inches Percent inches Percent inches Perce nt 
April 2 . 19 6 .34 0 . 53 4 . 32 0 . 60 2 . 58 0 . 60 2. 27 l. 89 6 . 53 
May 3 . 99 ll. 55 2. 81 13.04 l. 12 4 . 81 1.49 5 . 64 3 . 32 11.46 
June 5 . 75 16 . 65 8 . 14 37.77 3 .4 9 15.00 3.75 14 . 18 4.78 16 . 50 
July 7 . 32 21. 25 6 . 25 29.00 8 . 72 37 . 46 7. 05 26 . 66 6.78 23 .41 
August 6 .44 18 .65 1.02 4. 73 6.3 1 27 . 10 7 .24 27 .38 5 .44 18 . 78 
Sept . 3 . 94 11.41 0 . 70 3.25 1.34 5.76 4 . 45 16 . 83 3 . 36 ll. 60 
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Figure 5. Potential consumptive us e of water of major crops and 
water supply distribution of Sevier River, Sevier County, 
Utah, 1966 . 
Source : U. S. Depa rtme nt of Agriculture. Unpubli s hed data 
compiled by U.S.D.A. Sevi e r Basin Field Party 1966 and 
U.S. Geologica l Survey, Surface Water Supply of the United 
States . The Grea t Basin , paper 1314- 1736. 
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Table 26. Crop yield and cost for four water supply situations of Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
Water Average 
supp ly rotation Alfalfa Barley Corn silage Sugar beets 
situatio n use of 5-year 8-year 
water rotation rotation Seed cro2 Nurse croE: 
water ac/ft Yield Cost Yield Cost Yield Cost Yield Cost Yield Cost Yie ld Cost 
year Eer acre tonLac $Lac tonLac §lac buLac ~Lac bu/ ac $/ac tonLac SLac ton / ac ~Lac 
Poor l.84 l.80 38.95 l. 65 38 . 95 75. 15 44 . 81 45 44 . 37 12 78.93 16 ll9 .34 
Fair 2.67 3. lO 39.56 3 . 20 39 . 40 83 . 50 44 . 96 50 44 . 37 12 79 . 88 16 ll9 . 34 
Good 2.95 4 . 05 40.27 4.00 39 . 98 83 . 50 45.ll 50 44 . 37 17 . 3 8l. 93 l7 . 5 l3l. ll 
Exce llent 3 . 25 4 . 30 40.78 4.20 40.56 88 . 50 45.26 60 44.37 20 . 8 82 . 88 19 . 8 l3l. ll 
Sources: l. David L. Wilson. Agricu ltural economy of Sevier River Basin, Utah. USDA. March 1969. 
2. Clyde E. Stewart. Profitable farm adjustments in the use of irrigation wate r in Ashley 
Valley, Utah. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Ag . Econ . Series 65-2. March 1965 . 
3. Jay L. Haddock . Yield, quality and nutrient content of sugar beets as affected by 
irrigation regime and fertilizers . Amer. Soc. Sugar Beet Tech. Proc . 10(4) :290 - 355 . 
January 1959. 
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Appendix H 
Table 27. Optimal strategy for the "no data" problems of range beef 
f a rm in Sev i e r County, Utah , 1968 
States of nature 
(run-off in Sevier River) 
e . 
1,000 sq . ft . 
Poor e l l ess than 40 
Fa ir 82 41 - 55 
Good 83 56 - 85 
Excellent 84 86 or over 
Expected value of actions 
using priori probabilities 
P(e j) 
Priori 
Actions (crop rotations) proba-bilities 
ABl AB2 AB3 AB4 P(e .) 
do llars/acre 
l. 756 0 . 666 0. 917 0. 203 0.188 
8.995 7.885 8 . 140 7.362 0.250 
13.929 15.438 15 . 77 2 15 .545 0.344 
ll . 285 lO. 859 ll. 907 ll. 351 0.218 
35.965 34.848 36 . 736 34.461 1.00 
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Ta ble 28 . Optimal strateg i es for the "no data" problems of feeder 
farms in Sevier County, Utah, t968 
States of nature 
(run-off in Sevier River) 
e j 
1,000 ac./ft. 
Poor e t tess than 40 
Fair e 2 41 - 55 
Good e 3 56 - 85 
Excellent e4 86 or over 
Expected va l ue of action 
using priori probabilities 
Actions (crop rotations) 
"Fl AF2 "F3 AF4 
do t t ars/acre 
L4t9 L476 O. U3 0.023 
9.090 9.050 7.580 6.698 
t8 . 074 l7 .850 2L8 t9 20.740 
U.047 t 2.803 t5 . 766 t4. 734 
P(e j) 4L630 4L 179 45.278 4 2. t 95 
Priori 
proba-
bilities 
P(e .) 
O.t88 
0.250 
0.344 
0. 2t8 
LOOO 
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Tab le 29. Optimal s trateg i es for the "no da ta" problems of small 
dairy fa rms in Sev i er County, Ut ah , 1968 
States of nature 
(run- off in Sevier River) 
9 j 
1,000 ac./ft. 
Poor 9 1 l ess than 40 
Fair 9 2 4 1 - 55 
Good 93 56 - 85 
Exce llent 94 86 or ove r 
Ex pec ted va lue of actions 
using priori probabilities 
P(9 j) 
Priori 
Actions (crop rotations) proba-bilities 
A A A AD4 Dl D2 D3 
do lla rs/acre 
0. 179 0.666 0 . 917 0 . 113 0.188 
6.900 5 . 775 8.140 7.580 0. 250 
12.790 14. 540 15 . 77 2 21.820 0 .344 
9.459 9.022 11. 907 15 . 766 0.218 
29.328 30.003 36.736 45.278 1.000 
Appendix K 
Table 30. Frequencies of actual run-off condition of Sevier River, snow pack observation, water 
storage observation of Otter Creek and Piute Reservoirs, and observed run-off of Sevier 
River, Sevier County, Utah, 1937-1968 
Descr ip tion 
of 
c ondition 
Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Exce llent 
Total 
Actual run-off Snow pack Water stored Observed 
run-off Water run- off 
interval Observed content Observed Storage Observed Zk 
e j(l,2,3and4) frequency interval fr eque ncy interva l frequency ( 1, 2 ,3 and 4) 
(ac-ft) (No. of (inches) (No. of (ac-ft) (No . of (No . of years) 
years) years) years) 
l ess than 40 6 less than 80 8 l ess than 60 8 
41 - 55 8 81 - 110 9 61 - 80 
56 - 85 11 111 - 170 9 81 - 110 10 11 
86 or over 171 or over 6 111 or above 5 
32 32 32 32 
" 
" 
Appendix L 
Tab l e 31. Irrigation water app lied to an acre of crop and crop yield, Sevier County, Utah, 1968 
Water Alfalfa Earle Corn silage _ __§£gar beets 
supply Seed croE Nurse croE: 
situation Water Water Water Water Water 
water applied Yield applied Yield applied Yield applied Yield applied Yield 
year inches ton/ ac inches bu/ac inches bu/ac inches ton/ac inches ton/ac 
Poor 30.0 l. 80 25.00 75.15 50.00 45 29.13 12 40 16 . 0 
Fa i r 42 . 5 3 . 10 36 . 75 83.50 52.08 50 29. l3 12 40 16 . 0 
Good 52 . 5 4.05 4 1.75 83.50 52 . 08 50 42.00 17.3 50 17.5 
Excellent 65.0 4 . 30 46.75 88.50 62.5 60 50.5 20.8 64.5 19 . 8 
Note: Assumes a 40 percent water application efficiency . 
Sources: 1. David L. Wi l son. Agricultura l economy of Sevier River Basin, Utah. USDA. March 1969 . 
2. Jay L. Haddock. Yie ld, qua lity and nutrient conte nt of sugar beets as affected by 
irrigation regime and fertilizers. Amer. Soc. Sugar Beet Tech. Proc. 10(4) :290-355. 
January 1955. 
" co 
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